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Abstract: Two anatomically detailed finite dffirence

method (FDM) models of the thorax as a volume conductor
representing the diastolic and systolic phases of the cardiac

cycle were constructed. The body surface potential
distribution of both models were calculated and compared

to

assess

the

adequacy

of the model

properties.

Furthermore, the inverse problem was solved to evaluate
the

fficts

of anatomical changes on the inverse solution

for

both standard l2-lead ond a 24-lead system. The results
indicate that increasing the number of leads enhances the
localization accuracy of the inverse problem to a certain
degree but does not, however, compensate the modeling
error due to inadequate construction of the model.

INTRODUCTION
The shape and the inhomogeneities of the human thorax
as a volume conductor affect the electric field generated by
the heart. Generally, computer models of the thorax include

of the cardiac muscle, intracardiac blood masses,
lungs, and some bone structures like sternum and spine.
Recent research has indicated that, in addition to these, also
the skeletal muscle as well as major blood vessels should be
included in thorax models |,2l.However, also considering
the effect of changing blood masses has proven to be of
models

utmost importance [3].

Errors in the model applied for the forward solution,
measurement noise, and number and arrangement of the
electrodes affect the accuracy of the inverse solution. The
redundancy of electrodes in the ECG has been widely
studied but no consensus for an optimal number and
arrangement has yet been found 14-71. The aim of the
present study is to demonstrate to what extent inadequate
modeling of the cardiac phase affects the accuracy of the
inverse solution, and, whether this modeling error can be
compensated by increasing the number of electrodes.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The developed models of the human thorax as a volume
conductor are based on the finite difference method (FDM).
Two MR image sets presenting the anatomy during diastole
and systole were segmented and employed to construct two
anatomically detailed models comprising of 228163
elements each.

cardiac cycle was simulated by applying a current dipole
source in four different locations of the cardiac muscle.
Each dipole was simulated in X, Y, and Z orientation [3].
The same coordinate points in X (posterior-anterior), Y

Z (longitudinal) orientations of the
dipoles were used in both diastole and systole models.
Then, the resulting surface potential distributions of both
(right to left), and

models were calculated.

The inverse solution algorithm was based on the lead

field concept providing the sensitivity distributions of the
leads [8,9]. The analyzed ECG lead arrangements include
the standard l2-lead system and a 24-lead system providing
the transfer matrices. The locations of the electrodes in the
24-lead system are based on the electrode mapping system
originally developed by Kornreich et al. [a]. The inverse
solutions were calculated using the least squares method to
estimate the location of the dipoles [9].
The effects of the anatomical changes were assessed by
the absolute error of the spatial localization, the reference
being the diastolic model. Furthermore, in order to evaluate
the modeling error generated by the cardiac cycle, the
inverse problem of each dipole was solved by using the
potentials of the diastolic model in connection with the lead

fields of the systolic model and vice versa in both l2-lead
andZ4-lead systems.
Also the effect of electrode positioning accuracy on the
localization procedure performance was estimated with the
diastolic model by moving the electrodes on the surface of
the body. Three types of electrode displacement were
envisaged and simulated: transversal displacement of each
electrode by 1.5 cm leftwards, longitudinal displacement by
2.0 cm downwards, and random displacement by either
rightwards, leftwards or downwards by 1.5 cm, 1.5 cm, or

2.0 cffi, respectively. The localization procedure

was

executed in all cases for both l2-lead and 24-lead systems
and a total average localization accuracy in all dipoles in

every orientation was calculated

to

evaluate

the

performance and the stability of the localization procedure.
The results were compared with the localization results
using the original electrode positions in the diastolic model.
Finally, the performance of the localization procedure
was tested by interfering RMS noise to the potential values.
The noise was generated at five levels ranging from l0%
until up to 50Yo of the original values for both l2-lead and
24-lead system potentials of the diastolic model.

The effect of the changes in the resistivities due to
differing volumes of various inhomogeneities during the
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Table l: The error of the inverse localization solutions in diastolic and systolic models and the effects
of modeling error, electrode displacement, and added RMS noise.
12lead lmml 24lead [mm]
model
1
ll
diastole potentials, diastole fields
Diastolic model
Systolic

model

Effect of the modelins error
Effect of electrode displacement

Effect of added RMS noise

systole potentials, systole fields
diastole potentials, systole fields
systole potentials, diastole fields
transversal electrode displacement
longitudinal electrode displacement
random electrode displacement
added random noise 107o
added random noise 20o/o
added random noise 307o
added random noise 40%
added random noise 50%

RESULTS
The average error values of the localization accuracy
all inverse problem solutions considered are summarized
Table l. The average values are calculated to include
four dipoles in all three orientations.
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changes due to cardiac function into a model of a human

the

information regarding the electrical activity of the heart
available on the body surface. The results of this study
indicate that the overall localization accuracy improved in
both diastolic and systolic models, reaching the level of 0.7
cm, respectively. Thus, it can be concluded that increasing
the number of electrodes ameliorates the localization
accuracy significantly even though the increase in number
(from 12 to 24) is not particularly large. Moreover, this
confirms that the positions of the added electrodes were
arguably selected, i.e., greater electrode density represents
more accurately the higher electrical activity in the cardiac
area.

Considering the diastolic-systolic and systolic-diastolic

models reveals, however, the fact that increasing the

of electrodes does not improve the localization
if the model construction properties are

accuracy

inadequately chosen. Furthermore, it can be stated that an
increase in the number of electrodes compensates neither
the displacement of the electrodes nor the added RMS
noise.
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